
Fig. 3. Excavation verification at
            simulated tunnel test site

Fig. 4. Examples of image recognition using AI deep learning 
            Left: Original image (during simulated rock excavation)
            Right: Region identification 
            (yellow: excavated gravel, green: tunnel cross-section)

Fig. 1. AI road header system /
            overhead view of test site     

Fig. 2. Example of 3-D underground scan
             combining multiple LiDAR sensors

4th RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Ideas Icubating Research

The Control method study using AI, IoT technology to realize
autonomous motion of excavating machine (Road Header)

Institutions：Mitsui Miike Machinery Co., Ltd.

In a partial face machine (road header), which is used 
for excavating bedrock and similar materials in danger-
ous confined work sites such as tunnels, the rotation of 
the cutting head and the hydraulic cylinder mechanism 
are under the control of an operator. During excavation, 
every time a new geological section that is harder or 
softer than predicted by the geological survey appears, 
the condition of the excavation gravel also changes, 
requiring the operator to change the excavation strat-
egy to fit the new situation.
On the surface of the moon, where there is no prior 
information on the terrain and where remote operation 
introduces a time lag, the survey excavators and similar 
equipment need to be controlled autonomously and 
continuously in accordance with the surrounding condi-
tions.
This study investigates the modeling of autonomous 
action planning and control methods for road headers 
based on the measurement and recognition of the sur-
rounding environment and situation, including the pro-
totyping of the component systems that use AI and IoT 
technology.

1. Prototyping and verification of systems that recog-
nize the  surrounding environment:
・Deep-learning AI models for object detection and 
region identification in images from various cameras

・Combining multiple LiDAR sensors for the mea-
surement of distances to the environment at simu-
lated tunnel test site and similar tasks

2. Prototyping and verification of systems for collecting 
and analyzing operation log data:
・Collection and visualization of operation log data 
(electric current, oil pressure, vibration, etc.) and 
anomaly detection by AI machine learning in the cloud

3. Investigation of AI learning models required for the 
autonomous operation of road headers:
・Examination and evaluation of AI reinforcement 
learning models to plan construction (excavation) 
patterns based on the recognition of the environ-
ment and road header conditions

4. Prototyping and verification of AI hydraulic control 
systems:
・Implementation and verification of AI control 
models for road headers
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Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents

Patrik Jonsson, et al., 2014, Road Condition Imagimg-Model Development

Reflectance images of water and ice
surface at different wavelengths

1290nm 1370nm An instance involving the use of two-dimensional 
spectroscopy to distinguish between surfaces covered 
in water, ice, and snow (here, measured by Sentencia ).

1st RFP : In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Study on ice/water sensing technology by development of the 
small Imaging Spectrometer

Institutions：Sentencia Corporation and Osaka University

Project outline

Project title

Research on sensor technology for water ice detection

Objective Contents
Various types of two-dimensional imaging spectrom-
eters with different methodology exist  ; however, each 
has limitations in the reduction of weight and size. A 
major objective for this study is to develop a hardware 
model with a considerably reduced size and weight 
using a method with less restrictive conditions. In 
FY2016, we optimized the optical system for this pur-
pose, examined the driver system, surveyed the detec-
tor, and optimally designed and prototyped a portion of 
the optical components.

1) Optical system design and size optimization, and 
frame and structure of the entire system. We con-
ducted surveys and selected a detector. We optimized 
the equipment arrangement and optical path using 
optical design, and examined the frame size. We 
targeted a size/shape of ~200 mm square, with final 
target dimensions of 90 × 150 × 100 mm. The 
system has built-in optical components (e.g., diffrac-
tion grating), detectors, and drive mechanisms, 
which are not motorized and driven manually. 

2) Study and prototyping of optical components. We 
optimized the design and prototype of the diffraction 
grating. Based on the optical design, we conducted 
an examination and an optimization study of the 
diffraction grating, and then created a prototype. We 
verified the spectral performances and incorporated 
them into the BBM optical system, the primary proto-
type. 

3) Examination of the spectroscopic functionality and 
performance required in lunar and planetary explora-
tion. We prototyped a cooling stage to examine the 
required functionality and performance for lunar and 
planetary exploration, and then simulated and 
observed the ice formation on lunar and planetary 
surfaces. 
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